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ABSTRACT
Modern process automation and the industrial evolution heading
towards Industry 4.0 require a huge variety of information to be
fused in a Cyber-Physical System. Important for many applications is the spatial position of an arbitrary object given directly
or indirectly in terms of data that has to be processed to obtain
position information. Starting point for the idea of the technical
reflection-based sound localization system presented in this paper
is the biological role model of humans being able to learn how to
localize sound sources. Compared to other forms of sound localization, this nature-inspired method has no need for high spatial and
temporal accuracy or big microphone arrays. Possible applications
for this system are indoor robot localization or object tracking.
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INTRODUCTION

Simple and robust localization methods are a key-feature of Industry 4.0 applications. Typical applications are the localization of
goods in a warehouse and the localization of smart transport robots
and drones within a building. To localize machines and goods inside
buildings multiple approaches exist, e.g., localization with radio
waves [1] or acoustic localization with microphone arrays [2]. This
paper presents a novel, yet simple nature-inspired approach for the
localization of objects within closed rooms.
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In an experiment performed by Paul M. Hofman, Jos G.A. Van
Riswick and A. John Van Opstal [3], a subject group was asked
to localize sound sources in the dark, not causing much trouble
as anticipated. After they were equipped with a little plastic strip
in their outer ear the result was not nearly as accurate as it was
before. The falsification of the sound path from source to inner ear
did change the received input in a way the test persons were not
used to. After a few weeks of daily routine with the plastic strip,
the subject group performed the same experiment again. Although
the result still was not as good as without the modification, the
accuracy increased notably compared to the first try. It follows that
the localization of sound sources can be learned.
The ability to localize sound sources by ear is one of the most
important tasks for our sense of hearing. While the sense of sight
struggles in dark environments and identifying objects by touching
is limited to a very short range, the localization of sound sources
has been an important ability for early mankind to survive in a
hostile environment.

1.1

Contribution

This paper introduces the biological process of sound localization
and transfers the single steps into a technical model to obtain a
new kind of localization system that is able to track an object
with one or two microphones. This is achieved at the expense
of additional computational complexity due to the necessity of
learning the environment’s spatial acoustics by means of support
vector machines (SVM) and a principle component analysis (PCA).
Our work is inspired by the experiment of Paul M. Hofman, Jos
G.A. Van Riswick and A. John Van Opstal [3] and the learning effect
of the human brain in case of a modified outer ear channel.
A big advantage of localization utilizing sound waves lies in the
speed of sound to be about six orders of magnitude lower than the
speed of light that has to be dealt with in a radio wave localization
scenario. Compared to other known forms of sound localization
like triangulation, our reflection-based method comes with lower
hardware requirements, both quantitatively and qualitatively, as
well as with a trade-off between training effort and the resulting
localization accuracy. The developed system concept is evaluated
by acoustical channel simulations and a real world field test.

1.2

Related Work

Few researchers used machine learning for sound processing or
more specific, localizing sound sources with a single microphone.
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2 FUNDAMENTALS
2.1 Sound Propagation
Sound waves are usually longitudinal density and pressure fluctuations in a gaseous, liquid or solid medium. Their behavior is
described by the acoustic wave equation [9]:
∂ 2p(x, t)
1 ∂ 2p(x, t)
− 2
= 0,
2
∂x
cs
∂t 2

(1)

where p(x, t) describes the sound pressure level for a certain time
and place. The solution of the partial differential equation (1) consists of two possible solutions f and д for the sound pressure of a
plane wave propagating in +x or −x direction [9]
p (x, t) = f (x − c s t) + д(x + c s t),

(2)

where c s is the speed of sound.

2.2
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Ashutosh Saxena and Andrew Y. Ng [4] describe the approach of
using an artificial pinna (outer ear) to distort sound direction dependent in a way its human role model does. Pinnas with a broadly
varying impulse response for different directions of incoming sound
are considered to be the most suitable ones. They further use a hidden markov model (HMM), a form of a dynamic Bayesian network
predicting probabilities for certain directions. What differs from
our approach is the system output. While [4] aims at providing the
direction of the incoming sound without providing information
about the distance or the exact position, the method described in
this work actually tries to localize the sound source by determining
its absolute position in the room.
Separation between voice and background music is another suitable task for machine learning in terms of processing audio signals.
Reference [5] uses a convolutional deep neural network being able
to learn what ’vocal’ sounds are compared to instrumental background noise.
Most approaches on sound localization still rely on the use of a
microphone array as exemplarily found in [6], [7] or [8].
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given the ratio between propagating p P (x, t) and reflected pR (x, t)
sound pressure in magnitude |r | and phase γ assuming steady state
conditions.
Furthermore, the absorption rate is defined as the ratio between
incoming sound intensity and intensity that is not coming back:
not returning intensity
α=
= 1 − |r | 2 .
(4)
incoming intensity
In addition, sound waves propagating through the environment are
influenced by diffraction, the phenomenon of new arising elementary waves when sound reaches an obstacle or a slit according to
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the principle of Huygens-Fresnel, and shadowing, the absence of
sound waves behind a big obstacle.
Assuming all influences on the propagation of sound waves to
be linear and time-invariant, they are completely described by a
room impulse response (RIR), depending on the position of both
sound transmitter and receiver as well as on the geometrical and
acoustical properties of the room. Convolving a sound with the RIR
for a certain source and recording position artificially provides the
sound that a listener would hear at the receiving position coming
form an ideal sound source at the senders position.
The frequency-domain representation of the RIR is called room
transfer function (RTF). Both transfer function and impulse response can be easily transformed into each other by the (inverse)
Fourier-Transformation (in case of a linear, time-invariant system)
and therefore, contain the same amount of information. A schematic
RIR is shown in Fig. 1. The direct, unreflected sound is the first to
reach the listener, followed by the early, distinguishable reflections
turning into a stochastic, fading reverberation.
It can be modeled as a series of K scaled impulses typically with
decreasing amplitude in time:

Room Acoustics

Important for the theoretical considerations in this work is the
reflection of sound waves. Sound propagating in the direction of an
obstacle is either reflected or absorbed, where absorption means the
conversion of mechanical oscillation energy into heat. Assuming
a plane sound wave propagating vertically to a wall at x = 0,
reflection is described by the complex reflection factor

0.08

Figure 1: Typical RIR (small room, high reflection factor)

д(t) =

K
Õ

ak δ (t − τk ),

(5)

k =1

where ak is the magnitude for the impulse shifted by τk . The RIR
is influenced by the room properties (size and wall’s reflection
factor) as well as by the position of both sound emitter and receiver.
It can either be obtained by room acoustic measurements or by
simulation. The simulations in this work use a special toolbox [11]
for the numerical computing environment MATLAB to calculate
the discrete RIR д(k).

2.3

Hearing

Incoming sound waves from different locations are modified in
time and frequency domain by certain body parts like shoulders
and head, but also (especially regarding higher frequencies) by
the characteristic form of the outer ear (Pinna) and the ear canal
(monaural cues) [12]. All these influences can be modeled as a
direction-selective filter expressed by a family of head related transfer functions (HRTFs) that vary for every single position of sound
transmitter and receiver. Additional features exist if single HRTFs
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for both ears are given (binaural transfer function). The interaural time difference (ITD) and the interaural level difference (ILD)
provide information about sound delays and intensity differences
between both ears. As described by the duplex theory [13], ILD
and ITD are the most important features for the human ability to
localize sound sources on the horizontal plane.

2.4

Learning

The underlying principle of machine learning is the same as for
the learning process of every sophisticated form of life on earth
which is decision making based on prior experience. A child touching
a hot stove and experiencing the consequences of its behavior will
most likely not touch hot surfaces again. A dog that is experiencing
certain occurrences during lunchtime will associate these with the
presence of food after a period of learning. This effect is known
as ’classical conditioning’ as it has been studied by Ivan Pavlov in
his famous experiment [14]. Learning as seen from the technical
point of view is a form of pattern recognition where the input data
is mapped to one of two or more categories.
2.4.1 Notation. Our data set consists of N pairs (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 )
, ..., (xN , y N ) of the p-dimensional input vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., xp ) ∈
X and the associated target output (label) y ∈ Y . Assuming a pattern
to exist, there is an unknown target function f : X → Y perfectly
mapping the input to the output space. To approach this unknown
function, different kinds of hypotheses дi : X → Y are available.
The process of learning is to find the unknown parameters of such
a hypothesis that are assumed to approximate the target function
best according to a certain error criteria.
2.4.2 Forms of Machine Learning. Depending on what kind of
data is available, different forms of Machine Learning are distinguished [16]. Assuming the data’s associated labels to be unknown
requires to apply methods of unsupervised learning.
In this work, the position associated to all data samples is available in the training phase. Thus, supervised learning is performed
which requires the label of every data point to be known in the
learning process. Fig. 2 schematically shows the hyperplane of a
linear supervised learning model separating two classes of labeled
data samples in the two-dimensional space. Once the model is
trained and its hyperplane is known, every new data sample can
directly be allocated to one of the labeled classes. Typical tasks
for supervised learning are handwritten digit recognition or coin
recognition, where a lot of training data is available.
2.4.3 Generalization. Given an arbitrarily complex model, every
pattern in a given data set can theoretically be learned. This carries
the danger of overfitting by applying a much more complex model
than it would be necessary for the given data. In this context, the
terms of in-sample error and out-of-sample error [16] are helpful
to understand this problem. While in most cases the in-sample
error, the percentage of misclassified data samples in the available
training set, can be decreased to zero by choosing a model with
sufficient complexity, the out-of-sample error, which is the error
rate for the unseen data, can however rise given a higher model
complexity. The ability to cope with unseen (or out-of-sample) data
is known as generalization [16]. In general, the model’s complexity

(a) Arbitrary Classifier

(b) Large-Margin Classifier

Figure 2: Different Classifiers
should be as high as necessary, but as low as possible, even if the insample error does not reach zero in the training phase, to ensure a
good generalization. Our approach uses simple, low-complex linear
models for the classification part based on support vector machines
and their associated learning algorithms.
2.4.4 Support Vector Machines. Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
are broadly applied models to perform supervised learning. Compared to other forms of supervised learning, they provide a so-called
large-margin classification (see Fig. 2(b)) combined with a simple
learning model both playing an important role for our localization system. With the distance of the nearest data points to the
hyperplane being maximized in the classification process, the percentage of misclassified samples not contained in the training set
(out-of-sample error) is minimized providing a high grade of generalization [16]. The essential steps to derive and understand the
support vector machine are demonstrated below, for a more detailed
derivation see [15] or [16].
We assume a linear model of the form
f (xn ) = wT xn + b

(6)

with the labels yn associated to the data samples xn while
yn (wT xn + b) = 1

(7)

holds for the data point closest to the separating hyperplane. Maximizing the margin or the distance of the nearest points to the
separating hyperplane results in the convex optimization problem
(see [18]) given by:
1
maximize c =
∥w∥
w,b
(8)
subject to

yn (wT · xn + b) ≥ 1 ∀ n = 1, 2, ..., N .

The distance to the nearest data points is maximized with the
condition of all training points to be classified correctly. Solving
the Lagrange primal problem (see [18]) gives:
w=

N
Õ

λn yn xn .

(9)

n=1

Solving the associated Lagrange dual problem provides the dual variables λ 1 , λ 1 , ..., λ N . Most of them turn out to be zero. The KarushKuhn-Tucker condition of complementary slackness [18] demands
λn (yn (wT · xn + b) − 1) = 0,

(10)

to hold for every n = 1, 2, . . . , N . Since (7) only holds for the set
of points nearest to the hyperplane, all λn associated to points xn
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outside the margin have to turn zero. Looking back at Equation (9)
with this knowledge it becomes clear, that data points outside the
margin do not affect the weight vector at all unlike those touching
the margin with a λn , 0. They ’support’ the separating hyperplane. Thus, they are called support vectors. Given the trained
model, nothing more than the support vectors have to be stored to
perform a classification afterwards as they completely describe the
separating hyperplane.
If the p-dimensional data set can be separated using a (p − 1)dimensional hyperplane without producing any error, the data is
called linearly separable [15]. The above derivation corresponds to
a hard-margin linear SVM requiring the data set to be perfectly
linearly separable. The ability to classify non linear separable data
is based on kernel-SVMs which are not treated further here.
In some cases, the data set is linearly separable in its general structure with rare exceptions. In this case, the simple linear separating
hyperplane is not necessarily a bad decision, as a few misclassified
points can be accepted if this results in a lower order model and a
higher grade of generalization. The plain SVM cannot cope with
data sets like this as the constraints cannot be fulfilled. Nevertheless, extensions for SVMs exist in which an error measure for the
misclassified points is included into the optimization problem by
introducing a slack variable [15]. They are called soft-margin SVMs.
To achieve good generalization results, the following rule of
thumb applies for support vector machines as the number of support
vectors is a measure for the model complexity:
N
N SV ≤
(11)
10
where N SV is the amount of resulting support vectors and N is the
total number of training data points [16].
2.4.5 Dimensionality Reduction. Dimensionality reduction describes a variety of different methods to reduce the dimensionality
of a given data set while retaining most of the data’s information
content. This provides several advantages when applying methods
of machine learning on the data. The computational effort required
to learn a certain pattern is directly linked to the dimensionality of
the data, also known as the curse of dimensionality [15]. In addition,
a lower amount of dimensions in the training set improves generalization as described in the Vapnik−Chervonenkis theory [17].
A popular method for the purpose of reducing input dimensions
is the principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA itself does
not necessarily reduce the amount of dimensions, but maps the
c-dimensional input space of N observations to a new space of
min(c, N ) linearly uncorrelated variables, the so-called principal
components of the principal subspace [15]. Hereby, the first principle component (PC) represents the direction of the largest possible
variance in the data. All following PCs are orthogonal to each other
with their associated variance descending. Actual dimensionality
reduction takes place when the smallest principle components are
neglected for the training set, as they only represent a small amount
of information in the original set. The PCA is based on the linear
transformation (12) of the input data H = (h1 , h2 , . . . , hN ) ∈ RN ×c ,
where each hn = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , hc ) denotes one c-dimensional observation and X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) ∈ RN ×min(c, N ) denotes the
output as
X = ΓT · H.
(12)

Laux et al.
Hereby, the orthogonal transformation matrix Γ consists of the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix ΣH of H sorted by their
associated eigenvalues in descending order. In our work, a PCA is
applied to reduce the dimensionality of the training data for the
SVM.

3 CONCEPT AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
3.1 From Biology to Engineering: The Sound
Path Block Model
Regarding the analogies between human hearing and technical
sound paths, it is helpful to create a model where the corresponding
parts and their connections are clearly visible. Since both paths
got the exact same input (sound waves in their physical form) and
nearly the same output as the brain’s and the Machine Learning
system’s output both represent the location of the sound source,
these two components flag the beginning and the end of the block
model in Fig. 3.
Starting at the left end of the block diagram, the physical sound
is represented as white noise in the frequency domain shown in
the scope above the signal path. This choice was not necessarily
made because white noise is the desired signal to localize in a real
application, but to show the distortion made by the following two
elements of the diagram. Assuming that this Sound Distortion causes
trouble in the localization process is misleading; in fact this is the
determining factor for the ability to allocate different sound sources
to their correct positions.
The following Signal Conversion is rather uninteresting for the
consideration of the biological process as well as for the technical
realization of localization, but has still to be part of the Sound Path as
it represents the important transition from mechanical oscillations
into the electrical signals to work with later. Note that the scopes
behind the conversion part do not show the frequency domain
of the converted signal anymore, but labeled points representing
sound samples in a simplified two-dimensional hyperspace.
The last part is a Decision Making process that can be modeled
by several forms of Machine Learning with the result of separated
sound signals in a high-dimensional space. The last scope shows
the process of learning, that does not result in any information
gain as we already must have knowledge about the locations of the
sound samples we learn with. Determining the Location requires to
subsequently classify sound samples with an unknown location to
one of two classes by applying the final, trained system.

3.2

The Biological Model

Sound entering human ears is distorted by the HRTF of its receiver
depending on the direction it comes from. The modified sound
waves propagate to the inner ear where the volute Cochlea converts
the mechanical oscillations of sound into electrical impulses using
thousands of sensory cells. This data stream is then evaluated by
our brain with the background knowledge of a few years experience
in hearing, resulting in an astonishing sound localization ability. To
understand the biological process of localizing sound sources and
to use this knowledge in terms of technical application, the task of
transferring the process into a technical model arises.
Despite the fact that human localization hearing is mainly based
on binaural cues like ILD and ITD, the technical model is related
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Figure 3: The sound path block model
y

to hearing with a single ear (monaural). Trying to obtain binaural
cues technically leads to the need of temporal and spatial accuracy,
both not assumed to be available in this work. Instead, the process
of technical modeling will focus on monaural cues.

3.3

b

The Technical Model

Although a normal microphone is not equipped with an ear like
structure on the outside, it can be characterized as a directionselective filter as most of them do not provide the omnidirectional
characteristic desired for high class measuring microphones. Despite that, this filter’s impact is little in contrast to the room impulse
response providing the important sound falsification for technical
applications. The amplitude and especially the temporal sequence
of early reflections in the RIR differ according to the position of
both the sound source and the microphone. This fact constitutes
the decisive point when localizing sound sources technically, as
each series of reflections is almost unique and can be allocated to a
combination of sender and receiver positions in most cases. ’Almost
unique’ relates to a few sound source locations still causing confusion as it is described in the simulation chapter. For the technical
model, the microphone’s position stays constant while the localizable target is equipped with a sound emitting device. The sound
falsification is reciprocal, both emitter and receiver are suitable to
be the moving part of the system. The inner ear is modeled by an
analog to digital converter (ADC) which is not considered here.
The complex decision making, performed by the human brain, is
the biggest task to deal with when modeling the process of sound
localization in engineering. To obtain suitable, preprocessed data
for the upcoming Machine Learning part the received sound is
shortened by cutting out the important early reflections. Hereby, all
digital samples before receiving the direct sound are neglected and
the remaining sound is trimmed to a specific amount of samples to
learn with. By applying a PCA, the data dimensionality is further
reduced.
The resulting dataset of N observations each consisting of p principle components is then used as an input for the machine learning
system, consisting of two SVMs in each stage of classification for
horizontal (ad or bc) and vertical (ab or cd) distinction, as shown
in Fig. 4. For an n-th order localization system, 4n areas of location
can be distinguished. Given a higher number of total observations

c

ab

ac

aa

ad

d
x

Figure 4: Sequential Quaternary Classification
and more accurate positions of the sound emitting device, a higher
order localization system can be learned.

4

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND
RESULTS

To investigate the influence of certain parameters on the performance of the localization system, simulations are performed in
the mathematical computation environment MATLAB. The pseudo
code below shows the schematic information flow implemented
√
in the simulation with Ni, j ∼ N(0, q), H = (h1 , h2 , ..., hN +N /2 )T ,
hn = (hn (1), ..., hn (c)), X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN +N /2 )T and xn = (x n (1),
. . . , x n (p)).
Note that performing the PCA means calculating the transformation matrix Γ solely using the training set and afterwards transforming the complete data set with this Γ, as we assume the test set
not to be available in the learning process. For reasons of simplicity,
this is not shown in the pseudo code. The code also contains the
abstract functions cut() and reduce(). The function cut trims the
signals contained in H to the specific amount of samples c starting
with the first sample to reach a certain threshold, while reduce
simply returns the given matrix trimmed to the first p principle
components. The default parameters for the number of training
sounds N , the number of principle components p, the noise intensity q and the cutoff sample length c are N = 256, p = 100,
q = 0.0001 and c = 1000. Apart from the currently investigated
parameter, all other parameters are fixed at their default value. To
obtain the training data for a specific position of sender and receiver, the stimulating sound s(k), a rectangular pulse, is convolved
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In addition, the range of one standard deviation σ is given to
assess the spread over all runs of the simulation.

Algorithm 1 Simulation Routine
Define room properties and stimulation signal s(k)
Define default parameters N , q, p, c
for all values of the investigated parameter do
Change the investigated parameter
for r = 1 to 100 do
Create N + N /2 random sender positions
Calculate the N + N /2 room impulse responses дn (k)
for n = 1 to N + N /2 do
Calculate the received signals hn (k) = s(k) ∗ дn (k)
end for
Add noise according to q: H = H + N
Cut the signals: H = cut(H, c).
Perform PCA (12): X = ΓT · H.
Reduce dimensions: X = reduce(X, p)

4.3

4.3.1 Parameter: Noise Intensity. In the simulation, the noise
intensity has been varied by changing the variance of the discrete
additive white Gaussian noise. Nevertheless, the error rate’s dependency is difficult to imagine if the graph’s abscissa shows the
plain noise intensity. Furthermore, the results given an absolute
value for q would then be tailored to the specific sound stimulation
assumed in the simulation. Therefore the error rate is evaluated
for the expected mean Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) resulting from
a specific q. As expected, the simulation reveals high levels of environmental noise to disturb the localization system causing an
increased localization error. Especially for industrial applications,
it is necessary to adapt the signal level (sound volume) to the environment to ensure a sufficient SNR for localization. Furthermore,
the effort in increasing the signal level or avoiding noise at any cost
is not meaningful if a sufficient SNR is already present as the error
rate reaches saturation at a certain point.

Add the first N rows of X to the training set
Add the remaining N /2 rows of X to the test set
Train the system with the training set
Calculate ēr by classifying the test set
end for
Calculate mean error rate ē (13) over all runs
end for

with the room impulse response д(k) of this specific location given
the properties of the room. After adding white Gaussian noise and
applying the previously described cutoff, a PCA reduces the digital
sound to a specific amount of principle components. Besides the
three parameters Noise Intensity, Number of Samples and PCA Dimensionality, the Number of Training Sounds used for learning is
investigated in the simulation as the described routine calculates
N + N /2 sounds in total for the training and the testing set.

4.1

Preliminary Investigations

Investigations on the optimal microphone position reveal localization problems, if the recording device is located on the symmetry
axes of the room. In this case, several positions produce the same
RIR and cannot be distinguished. Not only the right position of a
single microphone, but also the use of a second microphone can
increase the localization accuracy. The simulation reveals the position of the second microphone to be optimal if both microphones
are placed on an imaginary circle centered inside the room with an
angle of 90 degree between them.

4.2

Simulation Routine

For the upcoming simulation according to the simulation routine in
Algorithm 1, two microphones are placed as described above. The
measured quantity for all investigations is the mean error rate ē, as
defined in (13), averaged over rmax = 100 runs for every parameter
value.
ē =

1

rÕ
max

rmax r =1

# misclassified test sounds in run r
# total test sounds

Investigation Results

Each simulation has been performed with a second order system in
a room with the dimensions 12m × 9m × 3m and the reflection factor
|R| = 0.4. Microphones are located at m 1 = (11.2m, 4.5m, 2m) and
m 2 = (6m, 0.5m, 2m). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.

(13)

4.3.2 Parameter: Cut-Off Samples. The amount of samples states
another parameter that can be optimized regarding the environmental conditions. As described in earlier sections, the early reflections
constitute the important part of the room impulse response in the
context of reflection-based localization. As the RIR’s characteristic
becomes more diffuse and stochastic with progressing time, the
amount of location-specific information decreases. The additional
samples do not provide any additional value for the system, however, increasing the dimensionality to cope with causing the error
rate to rise.
Since the early reflections last longer for bigger rooms, the
amount of samples recorded has to be adapted to the environmental
properties in order to optimize the localization results.
A possible explanation for the error rate decreasing again while
further increasing the number of samples could be a better generalization due to the spread of the data points caused by the small
reverberation noise.
4.3.3 Parameter: Principle Components. With the information
content of every additional principle component decreasing, the
error rate reaches saturation if enough information is already contained in the training set. To get an impression of how much information is contained in one principle component, its corresponding
eigenvalue can be divided through the total sum of all principle component’s eigenvalues. The cumulative sum of those values up to the
p’th component indicate how much variance (which is corresponding to the information content) of the original data is concentrated
in the training set consisting of the first p components. Assuming
the default system parameters, the first 20 principle components
contain about 63%, 40 PCs contain about 81% and 60 PCs contain
about 87% of the original data’s variance.
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Figure 5: Simulation Results - Dependency of the mean error rate ē on different parameters
4.3.4 Parameter: Number of Training Sounds. The number of
recorded sounds for the total system to learn with is the only parameter for which the error rate does not reach saturation at a certain
point. The ability to record a specific number of sounds for each position is often limited by the time than can be spent while training
the system. The only disadvantages of a high number of training
sounds are the increased effort to put in recording those sounds
and the increased computation time to learn the model, while latter is very small compared to the recording time. In general, it is
worthwhile to produce as much training data as possible.
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FIELD TEST

The proposed localization system is tested to verify it’s functionality
under realistic conditions. We localize the microphone with a fixed
speaker position for practical feasibility. Microphones are much
smaller than speakers, that are able to produce the level of sound
pressure needed for localization and thus, they are more suitable to
be the moving part of the system. This adjustment doesn’t affect the
ability to localize, since the mandatory unique sound falsification
depending on the microphone position is still given.
Fig. 6 shows the localization scenario in which four positions
of the microphone (gray circles) located above a desk are to be
distinguished with about 0.5m . . . 1.5m space between them in a
fairly large room (≈ 200m2 ). The recordings have been obtained

Figure 6: Field Test - Localization Scenario

using a beyerdynamic MM-1 [19] measuring microphone and a
Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 [20] audio interface. The stimulating sound is
produced by a Neumann KH120A [21] studio monitor, decoupled
from the desk to avoid an influence on the microphones in form
of vibrations. Measurements obtained with this semi-professional
audio setup are of high quality (24bit/44.1kHz) with a very low
noise level. In addition, training sounds in the presence of real
disturbances have been recorded as shown for a measurement at
position 1 in Fig. 7.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, a localization framework based on sound reflections
and distortions is proposed, inspired by the natural ability of humans to localize sound sources. Its properties and dependencies on
several parameters have been investigated by simulation leading to
more or less expected results. Based on these investigations, real
signals have been recorded and separated in a localization scenario
with the conclusion of reflection-based sound localization not only
to be possible in theory, but also in a practical application. While the
field test promises good prerequisites for this area, robustification
of the localization approach can be considered as the crucial task
for further research, especially regarding industrial applications.

Figure 7: Field test with disturbance
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